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Abstract
A search for the lightest neutral scalar and neutral pseudoscalar Higgs bosons in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
'Model is performed on data collected at LEP by the L3 detector at center-of-mass energies 130 GeVF sF183 GeV. No
significant excess of events is observed. Limits on the masses of the lightest neutral and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons are
given as a function of tanb. Lower mass limits at the 95% confidence level are set at m )70.7 GeV and m )71.0 GeV.h A
q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
w x Ž .In the Standard Model 1 SM , one Higgs dou-
w xblet 2 gives rise to one neutral, scalar particle, the
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Higgs boson. A lower limit on its mass has been set
by L3 at 87.6 GeV, mainly from a search for the
q y ) w xprocess e e ™Z ™HZ 3 . In contrast to the SM,
w xthe Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model 4
Ž .MSSM requires two Higgs doublets, which give
rise to a charged scalar pair, two neutral scalars, the
lightest of which is called h, and a neutral pseu-
doscalar, A. We consider the two production mecha-
nisms most important at these LEP center-of-mass
energies:
eqey™Z)™hZ 1Ž .
eqey™Z)™hA. 2Ž .
Ž .The rate for the Higgs-strahlung process 1 is, in
general, reduced compared to the similar Standard
Model reaction, but this is compensated by the addi-
Ž .tional pair-production process 2 .
Previous searches for the h and A bosons have
w x w xbeen reported by L3 5 and other experiments 6 . In
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this letter, we present the results of the search for the
production of h and A using a data sample with an
integrated luminosity of 88.3 pby1 collected at cen-
'ter-of-mass energies 130 GeVF sF183 GeV.
2. Data and Monte Carlo samples
w xThe data were collected using the L3 detector 7
at LEP from 1995 to 1997. The integrated luminosi-
ties are 6.1, 5.9, 10.8, 10.2 and 55.3 pby1 at the
average center-of-mass energies of 130.3, 136.3,
161.3, 172.3 and 182.7 GeV, respectively.
The signal cross sections and branching ratios are
w xcalculated using the HZHA generator 8 . For the
efficiency studies, Monte Carlo samples of Higgs
w xevents are generated using PYTHIA 9 . For the
background studies, the following Monte Carlo pro-
q yŽ .grams are used: PYTHIA e e ™qq , KORALW
w x Ž q y q y. w x Ž q y10 e e ™W W , KORALZ 11 e e ™
q y. w x Ž q yt t , PYTHIA and PHOJET 12 e e ™
X Xq y q y. w x Ž .e e qq , and EXCALIBUR 13 e e ™ ff ff .
The number of simulated background events for the
most important background channels is typically 100
times the number of collected data events. The Monte
Carlo signals are 300 times the number of events
expected to be observed with these luminosities.
The L3 detector response is simulated using the
w xGEANT 3.15 program 14 , which takes into account
the effects of energy loss, multiple scattering and
showering in the detector. The GHEISHA program
w x15 is used to simulate hadronic interactions in the
detector.
3. Analysis procedures
The search for hA and hZ production is carried
out using three different sets of MSSM parameters,
w xas suggested in Ref. 16 . This choice of parameters
w xmakes use of the Grand Unification assumption 17 .
This assumption has little impact on the masses of
the Higgs bosons, but it reduces the number of free
parameters in the MSSM. The free parameters are
chosen to be the ratio of the two Higgs vacuum
expectation values, tanb ; the pseudoscalar Higgs
mass, m ; the gaugino mass parameter, M ; theA 2
scalar fermion mass, m ; the scalar quark mixing0
mass, A; and the Higgs mass parameter, m. The
three sets of MSSM parameters used in this letter are
called ‘‘minimal mixing’’, where A is zero and
msy0.1 TeV; ‘‘typical mixing’’, As1 TeV and
'msy1 TeV; and ‘‘maximal mixing’’, As 6 TeV
and msy0.1 TeV. For all three mixing scenarios
M sm s1 TeV and the mass of the top quark, m ,2 0 t
w xis taken to be m s175 GeV 18 . Finally, a scant
over the two remaining independent parameters, tanb
and m , is performed in each mixing scheme for theA
ranges
1F tanbF50
30 GeVFm F1000 GeV .A
Values of tanb and m outside of these ranges areA
not considered since the sensitivity to the signal
drops for tanb-1 and for values of m -30 GeVA
the analysis is complicated by the possibility of
h™AA decays. In addition, these low masses have
w xbeen previously excluded 5,6 for these choices of
MSSM parameters.
Because the relative production rate of the two
complementary processes, eqey™Z)™hA and
eqey™Z)™hZ, varies over the range of MSSM
parameters considered, it is important to devise an
analysis scheme that has good sensitivity to both
channels for a broad range of these parameters. In
the case of hZ decay, four event topologies repre-
senting approximately 98% of the decay modes are
q y Ž .considered: qqqq, qqnn , qq l l lse,m,t and
q yq y Žt t qq. The analyses of the qqnn and qq l l l
.se,m channels were taken from the Standard Model
w xHiggs search 3 . The hZ analyses are optimized for
h™bb, but the efficiencies for the small contribu-
tions from the decay modes h™cc,gg are also con-
q y q yŽ .sidered. The hZ™bbqq and hZ™bbt t t t qq
analyses used in this letter achieve similar perfor-
mances to the corresponding analyses used in the
Standard Model Higgs search, which are described in
w xdetail in Ref. 19 .
There are two event topologies considered for the
hA channel, which generally make up approximately
97% of the available decay modes for these ranges
of MSSM parameters: hA™ bbbb and hA™
q y q yŽ .bbt t t t bb . These topologies are very simi-
lar to their hZ counterparts, but the Z-mass constraint
cannot be used and, on average, the hA events are
more likely to contain b hadrons.
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The analyses of the hA and hZ channels are
performed in three stages. First, a high-multiplicity
hadronic event selection is applied. This greatly re-
duces background events with large missing energy
and low multiplicity while maintaining a high signal
efficiency over a broad range of possible Higgs
masses. Second, a set of cuts tailored to the specific
Higgs decay in question is chosen using an auto-
w xmated optimization procedure 19,20 . These cuts are
optimized for each center-of-mass energy. Third, a
discriminating variable is built for each analysis,
which depends on the mass hypothesis and relative
production rates of hA and hZ. The spectrum of this
discriminant is recomputed for each point in the
Ž .tanb ,m scan and it is used in the likelihoodA
calculation which tests for the presence of a signal.
The b-tagging variable plays a large role in the
calculation of this discriminant. The neural network
w xb-tag 21 for each hadronic jet is calculated from
inputs including the measured decay lengths of parti-
cles in three dimensions, information about prompt
leptons and jet shape variables. The event b-tag
variable, Bevent, is then defined to be the negative-tag
logarithm of the probability that all the hadronic jets
in the event are consistent with jets containing no b
hadrons.
3.1. The hA™bbbb and hZ™bbqq channels
The signature of both the hA™bbbb and hZ™
bbqq decay modes is four high-multiplicity hadronic
jets and the presence of b hadron decay products.
The dominant backgrounds come from qq produc-
tion and hadronic decays of W-pairs. In the case of
hA™bbbb, the identification of b hadrons plays an
especially important role. Both analyses proceed in
three stages.
First, a high-multiplicity hadronic event preselec-
tion common to both channels is made at all center-
of-mass energies. At least 15 tracks and 45 calori-
metric clusters are required, the visible energy, E ,vis'must exceed 0.6 s and radiative returns to the Z-res-
onance are rejected. Events passing the preselection
are then forced to have four jets using the DURHAM
w x22 clustering algorithm and a kinematic fit requir-
Ž .ing 4-momentum conservation 4C is performed.
The second stage of the analyses optimizes the
signal sensitivity by automatically adjusting a set of
cuts to maximize the average confidence level using
w xthe technique described in Ref. 19 . The values of
the optimized cuts for all the center-of-mass energies
w xare discussed in detail in Ref. 23 . As an example,
'we describe the cuts for ss183 GeV since these
data contribute the most to the sensitivity of the
search due to the high center-of-mass energy and
large integrated luminosity. The optimized cuts at the
lower center-of-mass energies are similar to those of
'the ss183 GeV, but take into account the different
background conditions and signal cross sections.
For the hZ™bbqq and hA™bbbb analyses, the
following mass variables are defined:
2
x s log Prob min S y m qm wŽ .Ž .žžhZ i Z h Sž
2< <q D y m ym wŽ . / /i Z h D /
2
x s log Prob min S y m qm wŽ .Ž .žžhA i A h Sž
2< <q D y m ym w , 3Ž .Ž . / /i A h D /
where S and D are the sum and difference, respec-i i
tively, of the i th dijet masses of one the three jet
pairings. The weights w and w are respectivelyS D
Ž .2 Ž .21r 4 GeV and 1r 6 GeV reflecting the typical
mass resolutions, and Prob is the probability of a x 2
with two degrees of freedom. In the hZ™bbqq
selection, the mass variable, x , must be x )hZ hZ
y13.3 and in the hA™bbbb selection, x )y6.1.hA
This rejects events with dijet mass combinations far
away from the Higgs mass hypothesis. The Ycut
parameter in the DURHAM scheme, Y D, ensures the34
four-jet nature of the selected events and must be
D DY )0.0044 in the hZ™bbqq analysis and Y )34 34
0.0030 in the hA™bbbb analysis. A cut on the
maximum energy difference between any two jets
rejects events with gluonic jets and is chosen to be
'Ž .max DE - 0.22 s for hZ ™ bbqq andjet 'Ž .max DE -0.32 s for hA™bbbb. To further re-jet
ject qq background, the minimum dijet mass is
' Ž .required to be inside a window of 0.14 s-min Mi'- 0.66 s for the hZ™ bbqq selection and
' 'Ž .0.09 s-min M -0.78 s for the hA™bbbb se-i
lection. The final and most important optimized cut
is on Bevent, which mainly rejects W-pair decays. Intag
event eventthe hZ™bbqq analysis, B needs to be B )tag tag
event0.06 and in the hA™bbbb analysis B )0.67.tag
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The most discriminating of these variables are shown
'in Fig. 1 for the data and Monte Carlo at ss
183 GeV after the preselection but before the opti-
mized cuts have been applied. The signal efficiencies
and the number of accepted events after the preselec-
tion and after passing either set of the optimized cuts
Ž .except the cut on the mass variable for hZ™bbqq
or hA™bbbb are shown in Tables 1 and 2 for the
data and Monte Carlo background.
Events passing the optimized cuts are then catego-
. .rized: 1 those that pass only the hZ cuts; 2 those
.that pass only the hA cuts; and 3 those that pass
Ž .both sets of cuts. Category 1 is called the hZ bbqq
Ž .analysis and category 2 the hA analysis. Eventsbbbb
Ž .in category 3 are split into two separate samples by
choosing the most likely production hypothesis based
on the probability of the x 2 of the mass hypothesis
and the relative production rates. If s -hA™ bbbb
Fig. 1. Distributions of the most important variables in the hA™bbbb and hZ™bbqq analyses. In the plots, the points are the
'ss183 GeV data, the solid histograms are the Monte Carlo backgrounds and the superimposed hatched histograms are the hA
Ž . Ž .m sm s70 GeV or hZ m s85 GeV signals normalized to efficiency times 500. The distributions are shown after preselection, butA h h
event D) ) )before optimized cuts: a Event b-tag, B , for the hA™bbbb analysis; b Mass variable, x , for the hA™bbbb analysis; c Y for thetag hA 34') Ž .hZ™bbqq analysis; and d Minimum normalized dijet mass, min M r s , for the hZ™bbqq analysis.i
( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 436 1998 389–402396
Table 1
The effects of the preselection and optimized cuts at the five center-of-mass energies. On the left hand side are the signal efficiencies, the
number expected background events, N , and the number of data events, N , passing the common hA and hZ preselection in the four-jetbg data
channel. On the right hand side, the same is shown for events passing either set of the optimized cuts. The signal efficiencies, e ,hA™ bbbb' 'are for the following center-of-mass energies and signal masses: ss130y136 GeV, m sm s50 GeV; ss161y172 GeV, m smA h A h' ' 's60 GeV; and ss183 GeV, m sm s70 GeV. The efficiencies, e , are for: ss161y172 GeV, m s71 GeV; and ssA h hZ™ bbqq h
183 GeV, m s85 GeV. At this stage of the analysis, the acceptances are independent of tanb.h
' Ž .s GeV Preselection Optimized Cuts hA or hZbbbb bbqq
e e N N e e N NhA™ bbbb hZ™ bbqq bg data hA™ bbbb hZ™ bbqq bg data
130 0.92 – 148.9 148 0.66 – 20.1 19
136 0.92 – 112.0 118 0.70 – 9.5 11
161 0.94 0.95 134.5 128 0.85 0.75 25.2 14
172 0.95 0.97 193.7 186 0.83 0.89 84.0 80
183 0.89 0.91 655.6 652 0.78 0.84 380.5 376
2 2Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Prob x m ,m ) s Prob x m ,m ,A h hZ™ bbqq Z h
then the event is classified as hA™bbbb and this
Xanalysis is called hA , otherwise it is classified asbbbb
XhZ™bbqq and called hZ .bbqq
XIn the last stage of the hZ , hA , hZ andbbqq bbbb bbqq
XhA analyses, the discriminating variables,bbbb
Ž . Ž .F m ,m and F m ,m , are computed. TheseZ h A h
variables are the weighted combination of the Beventtag
and x probabilities:
vP1rvP yP P vB x B xF m ,m sylog , 4Ž . Ž .x h ž /vy1
where m is either m or m , P and P are thex Z A B x
probabilities of Bevent and x each being consistenttag
with their respective background distributions, and v
is a weighting parameter that is optimized for each
Xanalysis. For the hZ and hZ analyses, thebbqq bbqq
mass variable xsx is used and F is a function ofhZ
Ž .the m hypothesis, F m ,m . Conversely, forh Z h
XhA and hA , xsx is used and F dependsbbbb bbbb hA
Ž .on the m and m mass hypothesis, F m ,m .A h A h'Ž .Spectra of F m ,m for the ss183 GeV dataA h
can be seen in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, for the hA bbbb
Xand hA analyses with a mass hypothesis of mbbbb A
sm s70 GeV for typical mixing. In Fig. 2c andh
Ž .Fig. 2d, we show the spectra for F m ,m in theZ h
XhZ and hZ analyses for the m s85 GeVbbqq bbqq h
mass hypothesis in the typical mixing scheme.
The discriminant variable, F, is recomputed at
Ž .each tanb ,m point in the scan for the mixingA
scenario under consideration. Because of the cut on
the x variables, the number of accepted data, Monte
Carlo background and signal events is different at
each scanned point.
q y q y q y( )3.2. hA™bbt t t t bb , hZ™bbt t and
q yhZ™t t qq channels
The signatures of these events are a pair of high-
energy taus accompanied by two hadronic jets. The
Table 2
q y
q yEvents passing the optimized bbt t selection. The efficiencies, e , are for the following center-of-mass energies and signalhA™ bbt t' ' 'masses: ss133 GeV, m sm s50 GeV; ss161y172 GeV, m sm s60 GeV; and ss183 GeV, m sm s70 GeV. TheA h A h A h' 'q y q yefficiencies, e and e , are for signal masses: ss161y172 GeV, m s70 GeV; and ss183 GeV, m s85 GeV.hZ™ bt t hZ™ t t qq h h
The last two columns are the number of Monte Carlo background events, N , and number of data events, N , surviving the cutsbg data
' Ž . q y q y q ys GeV e e e N NhA™ bbt t hZ™ bbt t hZ™ t t qq bg data
133 0.27 – – 2.7 4
161 0.32 0.30 0.28 1.8 2
172 0.33 0.27 0.28 4.2 3
183 0.32 0.27 0.30 14.0 17
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 2. The discriminant, F m ,m and F m ,m , after the optimized cuts have been applied. Data are the points, the open histogramsA h Z h
)are Monte Carlo background and the superimposed hatched histograms are signal efficiency times 50: a hA analysis at tanbs50,bbbb
X) Ž . )m sm s70 GeV, typical mixing; b same as a but for the hA analysis; c hZ analysis at tanbs1, m s85 GeV, typicalA h bbbb bbqq h
X) Ž .mixing; and d same as c but for the hZ analysis.bbqq
main backgrounds are qq production and four-jet
W-pair decays. The identification criteria of hadroni-
cally and leptonically decaying taus are given in Ref.
w x24 . As in the hA™bbbb and hZ™bbqq selection,
the analysis proceeds in three stages.
First, a preselection is made for high-multiplicity
events with tau leptons. At least 5 tracks are re-
quired, the number of calorimetric clusters must be
greater than 15 and at least two taus must be present.
Then, in the same spirit as the hA™bbbb and
w xhZ™bbqq analyses, an automated procedure 20 is
used to optimize cuts on visible energy, visible mass,
effective center-of-mass energy, and cuts devoted to
tau isolation for each center-of-mass energy.
The isolation and energy requirements for the taus
are optimized to reduce contributions from semilep-
tonic and hadronic decays of W-pairs and qq back-
grounds. Energy clusters not belonging to the taus
( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 436 1998 389–402398
are forced into two jets using the DURHAM scheme
and a 4C kinematic fit is performed, which defines
the dijet and ditau invariant masses, M and M .i t
Finally, events passing the common set of opti-
mized cuts are classified as either hA ™
q y q y q y q yŽ .bbt t t t bb , hZ™bbt t or hZ™t t qq
by choosing the most likely production hypothesis
based on the mass x 2 variables and the relative
production rates as in the hA™bbbb and hZ™bbqq
analyses. The mass x 2 variables are defined as in
Ž . Ž .2Eq. 3 but the weights, w and w , are 1r 5 GeVS D
Ž .2and 1r 10 GeV , respectively, for the sum and dif-
X q y q y q y q yŽ .Fig. 3. Variables used in the calculation of the discriminant, P , for the hA™bbt t t t bb , hZ™bbt t and hZ™t t qq
' Ž .analyses at ss183 GeV for tanbs50,m s70 GeV for minimal mixing. The dots are data, the solid histograms are Monte Carlo andA
q y q y q y q yŽ . )the hatched histograms are the inclusive signal hA™bbt t t t bb qhZ™bbt t qhZ™t t qq. a The joint probability of both
) ) )hadronic jets to be from b-decays. b The mass probability to be signal. c The mass probability for the hZ mass hypothesis. d The
X q ydiscriminant, P , for the inclusive bbt t analysis.
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ference of M and M . The mass-dependent variable,i t
yF Ž .Ps10 , is defined using Eq. 4 with a weight of
Ž Ž ..unity, which reduces to PsP P 1y ln P P .B x B x
Here, P and P are the confidence levels that theB x
b-tag from the two hadronic jets and mass x 2 are
consistent with their signal distributions. In the case
q yof the hZ™t t qq analysis, the b-tagging informa-
tion is not used and PsP . The event is classifiedx
depending on the value of
X
q y q yP smax s P m ,m ,Ž .hA™ bbt t Žt t bb. A h
q ys P m ,m ,Ž .hZ™ bbt t Z h
q y 4s P m ,m rsŽ .hZ™ t t qq Z h bt
where s is the sum of these cross sections.bt
)Fig. 4. Accepted events and signal efficiency near the average 95% CL limit as a function of tanb for maximal mixing. a Inclusive
Ž . Žefficiency for hAqhZ production before a signal-over-background cut dotted line and after a signal-over-background cut of 0.1 solid
. ) Ž . Ž .line . b Upper plot: Number of accepted data events dots and expected background dotted line before a signal-over-background cut.
Ž . Ž . )Lower plot: Number of data events dots and background solid line passing a signal-over-background cut of 0.1. c Distribution for all
Ž . Ž . Žanalyses combined in bins of log SignalrBackground for tanbs1,m s207 GeV , where hZ is the dominant production mode openA
. ) ( ) Ž .histogram is expected background, dots are data, hatched histogram is combined signal . d Same as c , but for tanbs50,m s71.6 GeV ,A
where hA is dominant.
( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 436 1998 389–402400
Unlike the hA™bbbb and hZ™bbqq analyses,
the events are not split into separate categories based
on this decision, but are instead kept as one inclusive
analysis. The discriminant, PX, is recalculated at
Ž .each tanb ,m point in the scan for each mixingA
X Žscenario. The spectrum for P at tanbs50,m sA'.70 GeV is shown in Fig. 3 for the ss183 GeV
data, Monte Carlo background and an inclusive sig-
'Fig. 5. Exclusion plots of the Higgs mass versus tanb at the 95% CL from the data collected at ss130y183 GeV. In all the plots, the
area shaded by horizontal lines is the 95% CL exclusion; the white area is the non-excluded region; the cross-hatched area is disallowed by
theory and the area in the lower left hand corner of plots a,b and c between the 95% exclusion and the theoretically excluded regions
)represents the lower boundary of the scan over m which starts at 30 GeV. a 95% CL exclusion of m versus tanb in the minimal mixingA h
) Ž . ) Ž . )scenario. b Same as a but for typical mixing. c Same as a,b but for maximal mixing. d 95% CL exclusion of m versus tanb in theA
three mixing scenarios. The solid line is the maximal mixing exclusion, the dotted line is typical mixing, and the dashed lined is minimal
mixing.
( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 436 1998 389–402 401
q y q y q yŽ .nal of hA™bbt t t t bb qhZ™bbt t q
q yhZ™t t qq in the minimal mixing scenario.
4. Results
No evidence of the production of the h and A
bosons is observed in the data. The mass limits are
Ž .evaluated by calculating the confidence level CL
that the expected signal is absent in the observed
data for the plane defined by tanb and m . The CLh
is calculated using the technique described in Refs.
w x21,25 . The results of the analyses for all the physics
processes and decay channels are combined into bins
of one distribution, ordered in the logarithm of sig-
nal-over-background. The CL is then calculated from
this signal-over-background distribution.
Systematic and statistical errors on the signal and
background are considered using the same procedure
w xas in the Standard Model Higgs search 3 taking into
account detector uncertainties in the energy scale of
the individual sub-detectors, the global energy scale,
the tracking and b-tagging efficiencies, and experi-
mental uncertainties in the LEP center-of-mass en-
w xergy 26 and the luminosity measurement. Theoreti-
cal errors on the Higgs boson production cross sec-
w xtion due to the uncertainties in a 27 , interferences
w xeffects 28 and errors on Higgs decay branching
w xfractions due to quark masses 29 introduce an
uncertainty on the predicted number of signal events.
The overall systematic error is estimated to be 4% on
the number of signal and 10% on the number of
background events. The statistical error is larger, but
completely uncorrelated among the different bins of
the individual channels and is taken into account
w xbin-by-bin 3 .
Bins of an analysis with a signal-over-background
ratio of less than 0.10 are not considered in the
calculation of CL. This cut is chosen to maximize
the average CL in the presence of the systematic and
statistical error, as calculated from a large set of
Monte Carlo experiments. The inclusive signal effi-
ciency for hZqhA production and the number of
selected data and expected background events are
shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b for m at the averageh
95% CL limit as a function of tanb , before and after
the signal-over-background cut. Two examples of the
distribution used to calculate the CL are given in
Figs. 4c and 4d, for low and high tanb for the mh
point where the CL crosses 95%. No significant
Ž .excess is observed at any point in the m ,tanbh
plane for the three mixing scenarios.
Lower limits on the Higgs boson masses as a
function of tanb are shown in Fig. 5 for the different
mixing hypotheses. The 95% CL lower mass limits
on m and m , as well as the probability to obtain aA h
limit on m larger than the one observed, are shownh
in Table 3 at the two extrema of the scan over tanb.
In Table 3 we also list the average and median mass
limits at the 95% CL, calculated from Monte Carlo,
as an indication of the sensitivity of this search. The
lowest value of m excluded is at tanbs20.3 forh
typical mixing, and the lowest value of m excludedA
is at tanbs22.4 for minimal mixing. For the MSSM
Table 3
'Higgs mass limits in the MSSM from the data at 130 GeVF sF183 GeV. At the observed 95% CL, N ,N and N are respectivelybg data sig
the number of events expected from background, the number of observed events and the number of expected signal events from hAqhZ at
the tanb listed. The masses m and -m) are respectively the average and median mass limits for the h and A bosons as calculated from50
a large set of Monte Carlo trials. CL is the probability to obtain a mass limit on m larger than the one observed. The masses in boldfaceb h
are the lower mass limits set at the 95% CL from the data
Mixing, tanb N at 95% CL Lower mass limits in GeV at 95% CLevents
N N N m m -m ) -m ) CL m mbg data sig h A h 50 A 50 b h A
minimal, 1 Excluded to theoretical limit
minimal, 50 7.9 7 4.7 69.1 69.1 70.9 70.9 40% 71.5 71.6
typical, 1 10.3 13 6.1 86.6 187 87.2 212 55% 87.0 209
typical, 50 6.9 5 4.2 71.2 72.1 72.2 73.1 36% 72.7 73.6
maximal, 1 10.3 13 6.1 85.6 183 87.2 208 54% 87.0 204
maximal, 50 7.9 7 4.7 68.9 68.9 70.4 70.5 43% 71.4 71.5
( )M. Acciarri et al.rPhysics Letters B 436 1998 389–402402
parameters considered, this results in lower mass
limits at the 95% CL of
m )70.7 GeV, m )71.0 GeV.h A
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